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WHAT IS SAILPOWER?

Sailpower is a rules system that allows you to 
play the role of Captain or Commodore in the 
Age of Sail. By ”rules system” we mean that 
there are lots of optional rules you can opt to 
use. Those rules allow you to play anything 
from a small ship battle to a full-fl edged open 
world on your tabletop, complete with ports, 
exploration, combat, merchant trading, role play 
as many diff erent historical factions and more. 

This primer is intended to answer the most common questions 
players tend to have about the game and how to set up, sail and 
fi ght or explore with your ship.

HOW DO YOU WIN?

Sailpower supports both competitive and 
recreational play styles.  You win by having fun 
being a captain.  If you are playing a competitive 
head-to-head battle, the victory is obviously to 
defeat the enemy, but in a larger game with 

many players, there are a lot of ways to play that 
may or may not involve combat.  All of these play 

styles allow you to gain victory points in diff erent 
ways, which also acts as a form of currency within the 

game.  If you choose to play aggressively, you can gain 
points for capturing other vessels. That said, you might get sunk, 
or just be “beaten” in victory points by a player who got lucky and 
had a good treasure haul and never fi red a shot.   

The game designer often suggests to new players that the best 
way to win is to try a little bit of everything, have fun, live the 
adventure, and you win by default regardless of what the victory 
points say. That said, a well rounded approach of exploration, 
combat, and adventuring tends, when combined with a bit of luck 
and skill, to lead to fairly good points haul for a game.

Sailpower: The  Seaman’s Primer
Explore - Outwit - Outmanuever - Broadsides - Board!

A  General guide for Prospective Adventurers on How to be a Captain

A BASIC SAILPOWER TURN
• The wind direction and intensity is determined.  It might change or stay the same. In bigger games with a GM, the GM may 

do this during the crew action phase of the previous turn so players with no crew action can begin plotting early.

• All players plot movement for the ships.  This is a blind movement system. Basically you are writing the sailing orders for 
your ship.  You cannot pre-measure.  Unless your ship is at anchor you must plot something or you will drift.  You can also 
use basic descriptions, such as “Follow fl agship,” “Move to dock,” or “Partial right to avoid wreck” as long as the move is 
otherwise legal. More on legal movement later!

• All players’ ships move as they have plotted. If there is a potential collision, try to coordinate with the player and/or a GM and 
baby step through the plotted action. If you are going to collide and wish to avoid a seamanship roll will be required.

• Spotting can now be done.  This represents you with your spyglass trying to learn more about the ships or other items around 
you.  High rolls are good here. The higher you roll, the more you can ask and the more accurate it will be.

• Cannon fi re happens. If players wish to use cannons they do so now. Firing and damage is simultaneous, and generally we let 
the person who is going to take the most beating have the honor of “fi ring fi rst” when resolving.

• Crew actions happen.  This includes boarding, small arms fi re, treasure hunting, other on shore and port activities, launching 
small boats, and repair.  

• And then we cleanup and do record keeping for next turn.  Players can reassign crew, validate that the ship is able to haul its 
new cargo, and do other record keeping items.  Additionally ships that are sinking take on water and/or sink, and fi res that 
were not put out grow in size.

FREE TO PROSPECTIVE CAPTAINS!
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GETTING READY TO PLAY: ALL ABOUT YOUR SHIP SHEET

Fold your ship sheet in half along the fold line.• 

The ship stats can be found in the rule book or quick rules, and may be prepopulated on the ship sheet by your GM.  • 
These original stats are listed along the spine on the front of the sheet.

Movement is plotted (written) on • 
the inside of your ship sheet.

Main ship's operational stats are • 
on the front. The current status, 
crew allocation, etc. are to the 
right of the original stats.

Fill in the speeds/masting/hull/• 
crew allocation based on the 
original stats and your crew 
preferences. More on crew 
assignment can be found on the 
next page.

On the back is all the • 
information about the offi  cers, 
marines, small boats, and 
special gear the ship carries.

Also on the back is where you • 
record the ship's current cargo.

The back also has the ship’s fl eet • 
point value, which determines 
its combined worth for 
balancing teams and for victory 
points.

Last but not least is the notes • 
area. This is used to record 
victory points, independently 
operating shore parties and 
other useful things to the 
captain.
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Officers: 6 officers
Marines: 

Abilities: Seasoned Pirates

Nationality and Variant Information:

Cargo Capacity: 32
Cargo:

Fleet Points: 278 Rev Date: 
Notes: 

LOG ALL MOVEMENT
ON THE INSIDE OF THE SHEET

SailpowerGame.com

Equipment: Sweeps, Extra Sail, 1 Launch

SAILPOWER
Fun Scale Combat in the Age of Sail

SECOND EDITION
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Aloft crew not Aloft crew not 
sailing can be sailing can be 
separated with separated with 
parenthesis.parenthesis.

Crew below can Crew below can 
only be killed if only be killed if 
maning a gun, or maning a gun, or 
if the ship sinks.if the ship sinks.

This boarding This boarding 
party would party would 
sucessfully search sucessfully search 
on a 12 or less.on a 12 or less.

38

7

70

x
x

Unused Unused 
masts can be masts can be 
crossed outcrossed out

The box values come from the The box values come from the 
original stats to the left. As the original stats to the left. As the 
ship takes damage, the current ship takes damage, the current 
status is recorded here.status is recorded here.

(10) Rum Barrels, 10tn, 90/60vp

(1) 2 Cannons, 1tn, 50/10vp

(3) sm. gem chest, 0.25tn, 200/200vp

(26) Aristocrat, 0tn, 30/-vp
-200vp if taken to friendly port

Current weight 11.25 of 32

GM stated before game that 
players caught over ship's 
capacity will be sunk by GM 
lightning!

GM stated mission was to plunder 
all isles.

Side mission: return Aristocrat to 
port.

French pirate
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If the ship's name is pre-populated, you If the ship's name is pre-populated, you 
can write your ship's name above.can write your ship's name above.

Note that Officers and Marines are Note that Officers and Marines are 
used for crew quality checks and used for crew quality checks and 
other rules purposes, and are already other rules purposes, and are already 
included in the total ship's crew.included in the total ship's crew.

Record cargo, treasure numbers, Record cargo, treasure numbers, 
weight and related victory points in weight and related victory points in 
this area.this area.

If you caught overweight, your ship has already sunk! If you caught overweight, your ship has already sunk! 
Be sure and add up your total cargo before moving on Be sure and add up your total cargo before moving on 
to the next turn.to the next turn.

This is your ship's gear, which may prove handy at the right time. 
Sweeps allow the ship to be rowed (great if demasted or no wind). 
Extra sail adds a bit of speed if you have the wind at your back.

These are abilites related to the faction of your ship. These are abilites related to the faction of your ship. 

If these were to If these were to 
be used to replace be used to replace 
eliminated guns, eliminated guns, 
they would no longer they would no longer 
take cargo space.take cargo space.

Note: you get 200vp for finding this chest plus 200vp more for Note: you get 200vp for finding this chest plus 200vp more for 
returning to port or completing the game with it.returning to port or completing the game with it.

This is the value of your ship in victory This is the value of your ship in victory 
points. If another player defeats you, they points. If another player defeats you, they 
will get these points or more.will get these points or more.

4L 2L
Note: this Note: this 
ship has lost 2 ship has lost 2 
of its' 4 long of its' 4 long 
guns on the guns on the 
right side. right side. 
This ship This ship 
carries 8 guns carries 8 guns 
on deck, with on deck, with 
4 per side 4 per side 
originally.originally.

This is your ship's small boat.

1 LaLLL unch
the right timethe right time
d o ind)ed or no wind)

s ss l boat.s ss  sssmall boat.
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TIPS ON ALLOCATING CREW FOR 
YOUR SHIP:

• DON’T worry too much about your fi rst crew 
allocation, other than to make sure you have a legal sail 
crew, can run a broadside, have a basic repair crew and 
boarding party. You can change where crew is assigned 
every turn.

• First thing, unless you plan to row with sweeps, you 
need at least the number specifi ed as “sail crew” aloft to 
sail the ship.  It’s a good practice to surround these with 
parentheses to tell them apart from sharpshooters or 
spare crew that are on the fi ghting tops.

• You need to man the guns. The crew for each gun type 
is listed in its stats chart, but for smaller gun types it 
is generally 4 crew per gun. Small swivel rail guns are 1 
per gun. Larger guns have larger crews.

• These men should be allocated to where the cannon are 
located (deck or below). In a perfect world, you would 
allocate crew to fi re every cannon aboard on every turn. 
It is likely that you do not have enough crew to do this 
without sacrifi cing other ship functions. In combat one 
rarely gets to fi re both broadsides at the same time so 
you can allocate for enough crew to fi re one side (you 
do not have to allocate which side it is as your men can 
run to one side or the other, they just can’t fi re both in 
one turn). 

• You can allocate men to your repair party, but these 
men can’t do anything else except repair, even if there 
are no repairs to be made. A recommended repair party 
might be about 10 crew. 

• You can place additional crew as sharpshooters aloft in 
the fi ghting tops if your ship has them. A small top can 
take 8 crew, a medium can take 16 crew and a large can 
take 24 crew. 

• Extra crew that are not needed for any task can and 
perhaps should be assigned to below deck.  Unless the 
ship sinks, or the crew are manning a gun, they cannot 
be killed by cannon fi re while below. 

• On later turns you can reassign crew. On the crew 
management area they can be reassigned to any 
adjacent area.  For example, this means that a below 
crew could be reassigned to repair, deck, or boarding, 
but not to aloft without going to deck fi rst.

ALLOCATING YE BOARDIN’ PARTY!

• You should allocate crew to boarding if you plan on 
doing anything off -ship. This might include exploring 
islands, manning a small boat, visiting ports, or 
boarding ships. These men can’t shoot the ship’s 
cannon or sail the ship, but they may participate in 
small arms fi re aboard ship while awaiting deployment. 

• The bigger your boarding party is the easier it is to 
search.  (+1 to search for every 10 men)

• Your ship has a certain number of offi  cers. You need to 
have at least 1 offi  cer for every 10 crew in your boarding 
party. You must also leave at least one aboard the ship. 

• Thus the biggest party you can have is limited by the 

number of offi  cers your ship has.

HOW MANY GUYS 
DOES IT TAKE TO...?

Action Crew Required

Sail the ship see Sail Crew

Fire a Rail/Swivel Gun 1 crew per gun

Fire Light Cannon (LC), 
Cannon (C), Long Gun (L), 
Carronade (CR), or Heavy 

Carronade (HC)

4 crew per gun

Fire any other type of 
carriage gun

varies, see full gun crew

Fight fi re 1 crew per unit of fi re

Move or install a cannon 4 crew

Repair Hull 4 repair crew to fi x 1 Hull

Repair Steering 10 men to work on repairs

Repair Rigging 1 repair crew to fi x 1 Rigging

Repair Rudder
2 repair crew to attempt 

repair
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BASIC GUIDE TO MOVEMENT: 

• You cannot premeasure your movement!

• You must plot a move unless anchored or your ship 
will drift.

FINDING SPEED:

• To fi nd the speed on your current heading, fi rst point 
your ship’s sheet the same way as your ship.

• Take a pencil and point it through the center dot 
on the speed plot in the same direction as the wind 
heading.

• The number being pointed at is your available speed 
on the current heading.

• If you are not directly on a main heading point, use 
the closest heading. 

PLOTTING MOVEMENT AND TURNS

• Express movement by writing the distance to be 
traveled out of your available speed.

•  Use SP to denote spilling sail. Use this to stop moving 
even if you have available speed left. 

• A turn can be up to 45 degrees. Even a partial of just a 
few degrees is considered a turn.

• Use R for right facing turn and L for left 

• Use PR or PL for partial left or right turn 

• You may make 1 turn at the beginning of your 
movement and one at the end.

• You may also make a turn once every time the ship 
travels its turn delay (hull length) in distance.

• Turns do not cost speed, but your available speed may 
change after making a mid-move turn

• When you change headings, you add or subtract the 
diff erence between your old heading and the new one 
and attribute it to the remaining available speed you 
had.

• If you have available speed left you may keep moving. 
If the remaining speed is zero or negative you must 
stop.

To determine your speed, draw a line from the center of the ship through the wind direction on the sheet. The 
number in the square is your speed on that heading.

If the wind is blowing as illustrated, ship A can move 17", whereas ship B has a move of 0".

Record your move using simple instructions to denote what moves are intended. For example, ship B would need 
to turn one facing to move, so it may plot "R (for right) 10".

Ship A may want to turn to get its broadside to bear but not over sail, so it may plot "L 6", SP (for Spill, meaning 
not use its remaining movement)."

 /          /          /          / 
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SPECIAL MOVEMENT:

• Use ES for extra sail if your ship has them.  This gives 
+2 speed if you are running with the wind (forward 
3 heading points) assuming you make no turns other 
than your starting turn.  

• Use SW for sweeps (rowed, not sailed) movement. 
Requires crew = to sail crew on deck for 4 movement, 
or double sail crew on deck for 8 movement. 

• Use TR or TL to indicate movement on the TACK 
heading point.  This represents zig-zagging upwind. 

• If you have no wheel/tiller/rudder you must sail in the 
forward three heading points only. (If you are 1 off  of 
these points you are allowed to use your initial turn to 
turn in to one of these headings)

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED PLOTTING:

• Check your plot. If you have teammates make sure 
you coordinate with them so you don’t hit them by 
mistake!

• When you are fi nished plotting, close your sheet, 
place it forward in front of you on the play surface so 
the other players and the GM know you are ready to 
move. This keeps the game moving.

• All players will move at the same time! If there is a 
potential collision, try to coordinate with the player 
and/or a GM and baby step through the plotted 
action. 

• If you are going to collide and wish to avoid, a 
seamanship roll will be required.

SHOOTING CANNONS!
• Your ship's cannons are used to disable or attempt to 

sink opposing vessels.  You get one die roll with a d20 
per gun per turn. (The exception being the British 
Royal Navy which fi res twice per turn as a factional 
ability.)

• You must pick where you wish to shoot before shooting 
(Hull, Deck or Rigging)

• In general, it’s harder to sink a ship than to disable it. 

• On smaller ships with all guns on the deck, shooting at 
deck will produce the best result.

• On bigger ships, the guns are below and better 
protected, you will have to target hull to disable this 
sort of ship.

• The base odds of hitting with your ship’s guns is 50/50 
- you either do or don’t. In Sailpower we start with a 
base of 10 or less on a d20 to hit then factor in various 
things aff ecting the shot as modifi ers. We must roll 
under the modifi ed number to hit with the gun. 

• Rolls of 1 or 20 are critical failures of the gun, roll 12 
or higher to save the gun or it is lost.  1 rolls are a gun 
de-tackle, so the shots still hit the opponent. Saved 
criticals generate 3 hull damage to the fi ring ship.

• You then tell your opponent how many hits you scored 
to what area and with what type of gun(s) and they roll 
damage.

COMMON SHOT MODIFIERS
• +1 if you are targeting hull.

• +2 if you are fi ring at least 2 of the same gun together 
as a broadside within 18".

• +2 if your target is within POINT blank range for the 
weapon (See the chart for the gun used.)

• No range modifi er if your target is within optimum 
range for the weapon (See the chart for the gun used.)

• Drop modifi er is a minus for shots taken beyond 
optimum range. For example 1 per 4 means you take an 
additional -1 for every 4" beyond optimal range. (See 
drop on the chart for the gun used)
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RESOLVING DAMAGE
• You will resolve damage to your own ship when hit. Roll 

1 d20 per gun hit.  Reference the damage table for the 
type of gun hitting you and the corresponding row for 
rigging/deck/hull based on what your opponent shot 
at. (It defaults to deck if they don’t declare it)

• You may save critical hits(1 or 20), roll 12 or higher to 
save (negate) critical hit. Saved criticals generate 3 hull 
damage to the fi ring ship.

• Gun losses come from the side that was hit, once all are 
gone it starts eliminating from the other side 

• If NO part of the rolled damage can be done, reroll the 
damage roll.

• If there is a question on a crew/gun loss, always take 
the additional crew/gun loss.  (e.g. When a gun is 
eliminated by critical fail and another by weapon hit, 
two guns are removed.)

CREW ACTION, BOARDING AND SHORE 
PARTIES, OH MY!
BASIC CREW ACTIONS

• Sail crew or crew that fi red the ship’s guns already acted 
and may not act during crew actions. 

• Repair can be done here per the chart in the book or 
quick rules.

• Small boats are launched during crew actions, and can 
sail or move the following turn.

• Crew can small arms per the small arms tables in the 
book/quick rules

SUPPLY / TREASURE HUNTING!

• You may search any island or wreck that you as a player 
have not succeeded at searching this game.  Ports are 
not generally searchable but can be interacted with in 
other ways.

• If you are adjacent to an island or wreck you’d like to 
search, you may search it with your boarding party.  
Start with 10 or less +1 for each 10 crew in the boarding 
party.

• If you succeed in your search you will draw three 
random treasures.  Red treasures are guarded by D20 
enemies. You can look at what the treasures are and 
small arms fi ght for them or not.  If you choose not to, 
leave it there with the d20 marking how many guards 
for other players who might want to deal with them.

• Treasure auto loads to your ship as long as your cargo 
capacity is not exceeded. (See back of sheet.)

BOARDING!

• If you are adjacent to an opposing vessel you can 
grapple (1 hook per crew, small arms table for success, 
must have hits greater than opposing hull length) and 
board if you succeed.  If your ship is touching another 
you may just board it directly without grappling.

• On boarding you may small arms at point blank range.

• If you clear the deck you can generally batten the 
hatches to trap remaining crew below.

• If you fail to clear the deck, you can retreat back to your 
ship or establish the part aboard ship until the next 
turn.

SHORE PARTIES!

• When you arrive in port any treasure or trade goods 
you wish to cash in are automatically sold (Merchants 
have buyers and labor on the docks)

• While in port you can do various things depending 
on the port. You might have the shore party visit the 
market (buy cargo), visit the tavern (can lead to trouble, 
or reward), or attack or search something.

• If you want to do several things in port in the same turn 
be sure you subdivide your shore party in your notes. 
(You can’t visit the market and be at the tavern with the 
whole party at the same time!)
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OK, SO HOW DO I GET POINTS?
COMBAT/MISSION ORIENTED PLAY:

• Defeating or sinking an opposing ship gains points 
equal to its fl eet point value.

• Putting a prize crew aboard and taking control of the 
defeated ship score the fl eet point value again.

• Selling the prize in port or fi nishing the game with it 
under your faction’s control gains the fl eet point value 
minus the value of the guns lost from it yet again.  (So 
taking, manning, and returning a prize leads to up to 
3 times the fl eet points value of the prize in victory 
points).

• Additionally, you gain control of any cargo aboard a 
prize; thus, you can cash in end of game points for it if 
they are kept in your possession or returned to port.

• If the game has major or minor missions, the GM will 
award these on completion of the mission to the players 
based on participation.

• You can still explore and get treasures at any island 
along your ship's planned route to the action.  Unless 
time is of the utmost urgency, it’s always worth stopping 
and scouting islands along the way.

• If you have some extra victory points, and you are in 
port, and there is another port along your mission 
route, it might be worth checking out what’s available 
at the market for a good price and make a quick 
merchant run. Remember that if the game ends you 
get the C port rate so if the price is lower than C you 
stand to profi t even if you don’t make it to the port 
(assuming you are not captured or sunk).  Historically, 
many captains had a man of business and invested 
their earnings on small cargos of opportunity or even 
mail runs.

ADVENTURE/EXPLORATION ORIENTED PLAY:

• Explore every island or wreck possible.  Use the biggest 
boarding party your ships operation and number of 
offi  cers will allow.  You can only succeed once, and you 
get points per the treasure charts for fi nding them, and 
more for getting them to port or having them at games 
end.  

• Try to strike deals and negotiate if combat threatens 
your ship

• Use small boats to explore out of the way areas that are 
out of combat

• Remember to stop at any available port to offl  oad 
treasure and convert them to victory points. Once 
returned to port, your victory points cannot be taken 
from you if you are captured.

• As we mentioned under the combat missions style of 
play, if you are in port, and there is another port nearby 
it might be worth checking out what’s available at the 
market for a good price and make a quick merchant 
run. Remember that if the game ends you get the C 
port rate so if the price is lower than C you stand to 
profi t even if you don’t make it to the port (assuming 
you are not captured or sunk)

MERCHANT ORIENTED PLAY:

• At the start of play the GM will either give you a 
starting market budget (does not count at game end) 
or give you a full cargo of something such as rum. 

• You will need to avoid capture and make runs from 
port to port buying low and selling high. 

• Any victory points you have that are not invested in 
cargo are not subject to capture. Put in to port often.

• Always consider taking out a letter of marque (allows 
you to take enemy prizes) in port if there might be 
lightly defended targets along your trade route.

• You might consider treasure hunting along your 
routes, but be careful what you keep. If the treasure 
is not worth more than the cargo you’d have to ditch, 
leave the treasure

• Merchants are generally the wealthiest players on the 
game board. If you run in to an aggressive opponent, 
try bribery. It likely won’t work on an enemy naval 
captain, but a pirate or privateer might give you a pass 
for some victory points, valuable cargo or treasure.

• Remember certain treasures that are desired by players 
such as ship repair items can be freely bought by 
merchants either to repair the vessel or to sell to other 
damaged players. These also make great bribe items.
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check out these exciting products from our sailpower 2.0 line!check out these exciting products from our sailpower 2.0 line!
SDGS-SP20-0050 Sailpower 2.0 Starter kit

Sailpower Sailpower 2.02.0
TTwo wo SShip hip SStarter with tarter with SStarter tarter EEdition dition CCore ore RRulesules

SEA DOG
GAME STUDIOS

SEA DOG
GAME STUDIOS

Scale: 15mm, 1/100th
  1/8 inch = 1 foot
 Two ships in starter

Ships: Length on Deck: 7”
  Length Overall: 12”
  Beam Width: 2.625”

Recreate the High Adventure and Glory of The Age of Sail!Recreate the High Adventure and Glory of The Age of Sail!
Are you the master of all commanders? Are you the scurviest of sea dogs? Have you ever secretly 
felt you’d have made a great pirate or could have defeated the great sea captains in a ship to ship 
duel?
Sailpower is a miniatures game that allows the players to take on the role of a captain in the Age of 
Sail. Command small ships, large ships or even a whole squadron. It’s your call! Battle other ships, 
or embark on a mission seeking plunder and riches while giving your enemies the slip. Sailpower 
is a complete system designed to support fast paced sea action, exploration and adventure. You can 
play Sailpower on a small table with a couple of ships, a big table with many ships, or even a  oor 
battle with your “sea” covering the whole room!

Expanding the Great Adventure!Expanding the Great Adventure!
After 2 years of revisions and development, this second edition Sailpower rule book contains:

  A fully revamped layout including revised and improved rules.
 New gun types including light cannons, medium long guns and more types of shore batteries.
 Expanded rules for small boats, forts and shore batteries including more effective hot shot!
 Over 150 ship templates, including many historical ships from the Napoleonic, Revolutionary 
War, Golden Age of Pirates, War of 1812 eras (including ships from the Battle of Lake Erie).

 Several versions of certain historical ships are provided to represent different points in the life 
of the vessel, such as when they  rst launched, when they were re  tted, when they were up-
gunned or captured.

 All new expansive faction rules for many sea powers including the East India companies, the 
Dutch Navy, the Barbary Coast Pirates, and much more!

 New rake rules, often player requested, add to the crossing the T maneuvering advantage.
 New expansive port and tavern rule system, allowing players to recruit, buy and sell cargo, 
sneak into an enemy port, and even get into a bar  ght!

 A full exploration and treasure system allowing players to use shore parties to search various 
locales on the play-surface and  nd and or  ght for all sorts of hidden goodies such as ship 
upgrades, exotic cargoes, additional crew, repair materials, stranded travelers, and epic 
treasures!

SKU #: SDGS-SP20-0050  MSRP: $70.00

www.sailpowergame.comwww.sailpowergame.com

by Brian Carnesby Brian Carnes
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Starter Kit Includes :
Ships and Rules required for a two player Ships and Rules required for a two player 
tabletop battle! tabletop battle! 

 Two 8 Gun Flush Deck Sloop Kits
 One-piece resin cast hulls (brown)
 8 cannons each (black)
 Ready to assemble masting
 Styled after historic coastal gunboats
 Assembly and painting required to 

produce ships as depicted
 Starter Edition Core Rules
 Flag Sheet

Game is expandable to include additional Game is expandable to include additional 
players and many more ship types!players and many more ship types!

 Additional ships sold separately
 Two player game time: about 1 hour
 Multiplayer suggested game time: 

3-4 hours

Recreate the High Adventure and Glory of The Age of Sail!

Are you the master of all commanders? Are you the scurviest of sea dogs? Have you ever secretly felt 
you’d have made a great pirate or could have defeated the great sea captains in a ship to ship duel?

Sailpower is a miniatures game that allows the players to take on the role of a captain in the Age of Sail. 
Command small ships, large ships or even a whole squadron. It’s your call! Battle other ships, or embark 
on a mission seeking plunder and riches while giving your enemies the slip. Sailpower is a complete 
system designed to support fast paced sea action, exploration and adventure. You can play Sailpower 
on a small table with a couple of ships, a big table with many ships, or even a fl oor battle with your “sea” 
covering the whole room!

Kit contains two 8 Gun Flush Deck Sloop kits, Starter rule book, and fl ag sheet.

MSRP: $70.00

SDGS-SP20-0002 Sailpower 2.0 - Deluxe Edition book

Expanding the Great Adventure!

After 2 years of revisions and development, this second edition Sailpower rule book contains:
A fully revamped layout including revised and improved rules.• 
New gun types including light cannons, medium long guns and more types of shore batteries.• 
Expanded rules for small boats, forts and shore batteries including more eff ective hot shot!• 
 Over 150 ship templates, including many historical ships from the Napoleonic, Revolutionary War, • 
Golden Age of Pirates, War of 1812 eras (including ships from the Battle of Lake Erie).
Several versions of certain historical ships are provided to represent diff erent points in the life of • 
the vessel, such as when they fi rst launched, when they were refi tted, and when they were up-
gunned or captured.
All new expansive faction rules for many sea powers including the East India companies, the Dutch • 
Navy, the Barbary Coast Pirates, and much more!
New rake rules, often player requested, add to the crossing the T maneuvering advantage.• 
New expansive port and tavern rule system, allowing players to recruit, buy and sell cargo, sneak • 
into an enemy port, and even get into a bar fi ght!
A full exploration and treasure system allowing players to use shore parties to search various • 
locales on the play-surface and fi nd and or fi ght for all sorts of hidden goodies such as ship 
upgrades, exotic cargoes, additional crew, repair materials, stranded travelers, and epic treasures!

MSRP: $40.00

SDGS-SP20-0101 Flush Deck 8 Gun Warship kit

This sloop is meant to represent a small coastal sloop typical of those attached to coastal duty or small 
squadrons. Sloops were popular due to the relative low cost for a ship as well as the ability to evade large 
square rigged vessels by sailing upwind.  This version carries 8 guns.

MSRP: $30.00

SDGS-SP20-0102 Bermuda Sloop kit

This small craft is typical of those used by merchants, privateers and pirates all over the Caribbean. 
Development of the rig is thought to have begun with fore-and-aft rigged boats built by a Dutch-
born Bermudian in the 17th century. It was popular due to its superb upwind sailing, performance, 
and resistance to rot due to cedar being used in construction. Our game version features 6 guns and a 
dollhouse-style captain’s cabin unique to these sloop designs.

MSRP: $30.00

SDGS-SP20-0105 12 Gun Brig kit

This brig is armed with 12 guns, has a bluff  bow, a nice quarterdeck and stern gallery, and has 12 points 
along the rail to potentially add rail swivel guns. She would be typical of merchant and privateer brigs 
from the Age of Piracy and the Age of Revolutions.  This mid-sized ship makes for a nice “large” ship for 
smaller games, or as a privateer, merchant, or mid-sized warship for a bigger game.  She also would make 
for a great support ship for a small coastal raiding mission!

MSRP: $90.00
Additional products available on our website at Sailpower.com

SeaDogGameStudios.Storenvy.com
info@sailpowergame.comFacebook.com/SailpowerGame @SeaDogStudios


